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General background

1) EU 5-level Waste management Hierarchy
- reduce, avoid
- re-use
- recycle
- recover (energy recovery, back-filling for mineral 
materials)
- disposal (incl. Landfilling)



Why to recycle? 

Arguments for recycling are mainly Environmental, 
but also economical (substitution of the virgin 
materials, partly also jobs creation etc.)

On real economy, there is always a Question – 
Why to recycle, as disposal or even 'other recovery' 
are cheaper

The aim should be 'high-quality recycling' – not easy 
to distinguish from the 'down-cycling' 

Recycling could only be developed in combination 
of requirements/targets and/or economic 
instruments



Economic instruments in use

1) Landfill tax
2) Packaging excise duty
3) Deposit-refund scheme for certain drink packages
4)  Extended producer responsibility principle 
applied on packages in general, vehicles, electric- 
and electronic appliances, batteries and 
accumulators, tyres



Background

   Environmental Charges, incl. 'Landfill tax' was introduced 
on 1991

On that time, were the Environmental Charges considered 
as main source of Income to the 'Environmental Fund' 
(since 2000 Center of Environmental Investments), which 
have been main financial institution for Environmental 
Projects, until the EU funding was opened after 2001 
(ISPA, CF, ERDF etc.) - the aim to Drive Waste 
management, was not primary on this time

The landfill tax was applied to all type of waste (incl. 
industrial, thus with differentiated tax levels. As absolute 
majority of the landfilled waste was related to the oils-
shale industry, then was tax level for Household was 'very 
low'

 



         Landfill tax
tax levels



         The use of revenues from landfill tax

Paid to the Environmental Investments Centre Fund - redivided to the 
different Environmental projects

The landfill tax revenue is not 'earmarked' for waste projects only

The income from total landfill tax ca 15M€ (> 10 €/inh/y), allocated for the 
waste projects ca 7-8 M€ (remaining part to environmental awareness, 
nature conservation etc).

75 % from the landfill tax for municipal waste, was* paid back to the 
municipality, where the was was collected, for the waste management 
related costs (first of all the costs related to the recycling yards) 

* There is nearly no landfilling of the Municipal waste on 2013, 
all is recycled or recovered, so far even treatments residues 
are recovered



Lessons learned: 
Landfill tax (I)

Very powerful option to drive waste towards recovery, instead 
of landfilling. 
Could achieve several aims at once:
1) motivate to imply better the waste management hierarchy
2) to 'trigger' private/municipal investments to the 
recovery operations and facilities and hence to support 
internalisation of the external costs (or 'polluter pays principle‘)

Ca 130 M€ Investmenst to the MBT facilities and incinerator 
(ca 100 €/inhabitant) without any State support – this could be 
mentioned just because all major projects, both as landfills, 
but also on recycling side, have been developed with massive 
State support (incl. EU funding) alone
Such a investmenst have supported also application of  
‘polluter pays’ principle.



Lessons learned: 
Landfill tax (II)

3) Was a very helpful measure to come trough the period 
2000-2009, when 'old' and 'new' landfills co-existed
4) yields a good revenue, to be used for the Environmental 
projects or as general income to the budgets

Problems so far:  The re-payment part of the landfill tax to 
the municipalities have reduced their interest for source 
separations and recovery – municipalities/regional authorities 
should be supported in other forms 

Tax level have not created visibly ‘wild dumping etc’, but there 
are attempts of ‘sham-recovery’, especially of the MBT 
residous



Energy recovery of the MSW with the 
separation of the metals from the Incineration 

bottom ash (IBA)



Agened IBA is used for reclamation of 
landfilling areas



Treatment of waste oils to 'base oil' for 
further treatment in oil refineris



          
Packaging excise Duty 

 Introduced on 1996, as first step to the alcohol packages, on 1998 to 
non-alcohol beverages, on 2005 to all sales packaging, on 2009 to all 
kind of packaging

Principle: The Packaging excise Duty act sets the compulsory 
recovery/recycling targets – from the amount, which remained missing 
from the target, should be paid the duty.

It is not a 'automatic tax to be paid, when packages are put to the 
market',- it should only be paid, if the recovery targets are not fulfilled

In fact whether packaging enterprises should pay the duty, depends 
from themselves



         Thresholds for 
Packaging excise Duty 

 The rates of the duty, calculated initially to be ca 4 times higher, as 
collections recovery service prices on the market

Revenues are unsignifant, as major part of packaging companies prefer to 
dela with recovery 

 



Aftersorting facility for source-separated packaging- 
and paper waste



Different plastic packaging materials for recycling



Municipal solid waste 



Recent background - 2012        (I)   

The Environmental,  economical and organisational matters could be 
differentiated: 
1) Environmental issues  – recovery incl recycling have 
developed visibly, but ca 70 % MSW and from many industrial 
waste were landfilled on 2010, 
-     on 2011 57 % was landfilled, much less then year before – 
due to the RDF production and temporarry storaging of MSW for 
incineration on 2013
-developments on source separation during 2-3 last years have 
been slow 

Ongoing changes are positive in the frames of promoting general 
recovery, reduction ob landfilling in general, incl bio-waste 
BUT- few changes on recycling  



Recent background - 2012        (II)   
2) Economical measures and benchmarks:
  The landfill gate fees for non-haz waste, incl MSW are  ca 
50 €/t, yet on 2001 those where  8-10 €/t 
Landfill tax as economic measure on  2012  17,4 €/t, 
2015 already 30 €/t, corresponding gate fee ca 60-70 €/t
  
There is massive EU investments support package to use – part of 
the results is 'arm race' and sharpening relations between private 
sector and municipal projects.  

The landfill tax increase, (especially 2009 amendments), trigered 
massive investmenst to the energy recovery solutions
Basically have those ca 130 M€ investmenst made without any 
state support (i.e. on ‘polluter pays principle’).
 As so far major part of inrastucture have been build only with 
massive State support, then this is an achivement

Thus - the landfill tax etc., have not triggered comparable 
developments to recycling

- 



U-turn from landfilling on 2013   
Two large capacity MBT facilities on operation on 2010-2012
Incenerator came to operation in June, 2013

MBT+Incineration capacity ca 400 th t/y, while MSW amount 
ca 300 th t/y

Outcome: minimization of landfilling (< 10 % on 2013?) of 
MSW and on coming years even treatment residous (will be 
recovecerd in landfill reclamation projects) 

Economic influence: 'Gate fees' on MBT and incineraton 
falicilities are 20-25 €/t lower, then landfilling, and MBT 
facilities are partly owned by collection companies – hence 
there is speeding up the race for the 'mixed municipal 
waste'.....



Non-hazardous waste landfills since July 2009
 
There are 5 non-haz waste landfills in operation - on 2001 there was 
> 150 
Capacity is enough for current landfilling level, but as it will drop by 
3 times on 2013 - then all landfills there will be overcapacity of 
landfilling space (resource), i.e.  over investment to the landfilling 
have taken place already 

 



Alternative solution after closure of local 
landfills and to the littering issue is...

 .... mandatory joining to the municipal 
waste collection scheme (residual household waste)

 + 
sufficient network (in 10-15 km radius)  of 

waste stations (public amenity sites) 

Both prerequisites are still to be 
Fullfiled, although there are 

ca 100 waste stations already....

The collection rates in waste
 stations  makes from the total
 municipal waste from 1-30 % 

in particular region.
Waste stations are offering also 

service of ‘Re-use Centers’  
 

 



Municipal Waste Collection

Under Waste act, are Municipalities  obliged to organize a 
municipal waste collection scheme:

- to set up list of waste holders (waste holders register i.e. 
households, companies)

- to define service packages (volume and frequency of the 
collection) on waste management, incl terms for source 
separation – households can choose the service 
package (+ additional services)

- organize a tender and pick up a best service offer, within 
a contract period (up to 5 y) is only contract Partner allowed 
to collect municipal waste in the given area

- the waste holders, which were not exempted from the system 
by Municipality, are counted 'as joined', and are charged 
according to minimum package of service at least

- the prices have came down in the towns, on some places 
even remarkably (50-60 %), but in the Country-side, it could 
not be so....

  

 



Municipal Waste Collection – discussion issues (I)

Strong and emotional reactions mainly from behalf of owners 
of private  houses, which have been totally outside of 
collection scheme for long time, or have been part of it 
'collection on request' mode i.e. only filled container where 
emptied (= full PAYT-model)

Leaving freedom do decide, what household will do with their 
waste, leaves also wide option to deliver it to the some 
public containers, incl packaging containers, to burn it 
or to dump in forest – ie. for illegal handling

Waste Act requires collection once per 4 weeks in 
settlements, and  once per 12 weeks outside – such a 
schedule is considered unneeded or to tight at least

 

  

 



Cost of the Household Waste Management –
 to high or to low?

There is wider experience, that for diverting waste away from landfilling 
towards recovery there must be as economic incentives as well as 
regulatory support. 
In Estonia nowadays landfilling of waste costs ca 50 €/t . The landfill tax 
(ca 17,4  €/t on new Non-Haz waste landfills) is included in the 'gate fees’ of 
the landfills'. 

For the households the waste management service fee is ca 65-100 €/t, but 
on the average household basis ca 3-6   € in month, what is ca 3-5 % 
from living rooms related costs in central heated dwelling houses. 
On the one family houses etc are the fees often < 2 €/month

There are opinions raised on the same time, that waste management is 
already too expensive for the average household – but also, that this all is 
too cheap to motivate somebody to care more for waste incl. source 
separation. 
As well waste management companies were mainly on the opinion, that low 
landfilling price didn't motivate them to deal with alternatives to landfilling – 
hopefully is the situation changed,  as sinve 2006 (also  2009) has the 
landfill tax raised considerably.

  

 



Mucipally organized Household Waste Collection 
Waste Act: all Municipalities with more the 1500 inhabitants 
are obliged to form the Municipal Waste  Collections regions 
(up to 30 th inhabitants) and to hire one waste management 
service provider trough the Public Tender. 

If such a service contract between municipality and Waste 
Company comes to force (with relevant Waste Permit), then 
only PERMIT holder is allowed to collect waste inside the 
contract area within a period, which could be  up to 5 y 

Households/ waste holders listed by the Municipality in the 
‘Waste Holders Register’ and not excepted, are considered 
as 'Joined‘.
The ‘excemption’ could be adopted, if the owner of the 
house could prove, that the property is not used (based 
on the electricity or water meters data etc.)

  

 



Municipally organized Household Waste Collection 
Results: Municipalities have been 'modestly slow' with the 
implementation of this system, because
- major change for the private /summerhouses, which have 
been formerly 'outside on any collection scheme‘- and  
'Obligation to Join’ is unpopular...
- additional work, unclarity on co-operation relations etc.

BUT,  On 2001 was estimated 21 % of the waste holders 
outside of the collection systems, on 2012 ca 5 % or 
'coverage of the collection scheme' is 95 %

On those municipalities, where new system is implemented, 
are new service prices lower as previous 'free market ' (i.e. 
'unregulated' prices'). In average are 'tender based' prices at 
least 30 % cheaper
 Ensuring, that Households are joined to the collection 
system,  is only effective solution to minimize littering 
and illegal waste incineration    
Littering and wild dumping have been clearly reduced

  

 



Source separation:
Municipal regulations - example

Tallinn City waste management regulation:

- Dwellinghouse with more then 5 flats, should have 
separate container for collection of waste paper- and 
cardboard (since 2003)

- Dwellinghouse with more then 10 flats should have 
container for bio-waste (since 2007)

- It is not allowed to put garden waste to the residual 
waste containers

- It is not allowed to put unsuitaible waste to the 
containers for paper and cardboard or for biowaste (or 
‘source separated waste must be clean’)

   

  

 



Walk in Kalamaja (hist. Fishermay), 
September 2012

  

 



Waste containers in Kalamaja,
September 2012, random house yards

  

 

Paper- , bio-waste  and residual 
waste   

No Bio-waste containers

No paper- and biowaste containers

The requirements, valid for >5 y, are 
fullfilled poorly in Q-ns, which are the 
easiest to superwise

If to consider the content of the 
containers - would the picture become 
less satisfing 

-> Awaress raising, controll and  
enforcement are needed 



Waste collection at new real estate development

  

 

Own conteiner ‘house’ – all required containers in 
place, good prerequisites to expand source 
separation

Construction of such ‘waste container 
houses’ is also supported from EIC Waste 
program, up to  90 % from total costs – only 
few applications during last years (= no 
interest...)



Waste Stations (recycling yards, public 
amenity sites)

Network of waste stations needs to be enlarged, the working 
hours and the lists of the accepted waste should be designed by 
local needs 

Waste station near Copenhagen (DK)

Open every day 10-18
Excl. Christmas and New Year

  



Waste service fees versus waste amounts
There is generally not used so called flat fee model (all households pay 
exactly the same sum, generaly to the Municipality). 
Everything, what is not the ‘flat fee model’, could also be considered ‘Pay-
As-You-Throw’ model (PAYT) 

There is no legal definition for  PAYT, so at least three sub-options are 
considered, as
1) Fee, based exactly on measured amount of service - per exact 
weight or volume delyvered  (Full-unit pricing )
2)  Certain amount is included in ‘basic fee’, what goes above, is 
charged additionally (Partial-unit pricing)
3) The fees are based on different service packages, there is option 
to choose and change those packages  (Variable-rate pricing)

In the ‘free market’ conditions option 1 applies mainly, especially in 
one-family houses – as a result rather massive wild-dumping, home 
incineration, littering of other public, incl. source separation 
containers etc. 
The ‘municipally organised waste collection’ is using option 2 or 3 - 
depends from the municipality – and there are critics, that it is 
destroing the motivation for source-separation

 
 



Recovery and recycling of the MSW

Source separation and recycling ca 30 % of MSW (with the packaging 
waste), 

Recovery (mainly recycling) of the packaging waste ca 60 %, 

Source separation of the kitcen (bio) waste ca 15 % for composting, 

Several anaerobic digestion facilities are 'on starting line', putting hope 
also for the part of the source-separated bio-waste

Residual waste was until 2010 mainly landfilled, since 2011 treated in the 
new MBT facilities, 

On 2013 will come to operation incinerator.

The combined capacities MBT and incineration will have in Total  ca 30 % 
surplus in comparison to the actual residual waste amount, which will mean 
sharp price competition. 

The indicative gate fees – ca 20-25 €/t on incineration and 30-35 €/t on MBT 
– which is much below landfill gate fees and could endanger source 
separation

 



 Recycling of the MSW – 
preliminary data 2012
(source: KAUR)

 



Municipal solid waste - conclusions 

1) The recycling target 50 % on 2020 from MSM 
generated, is a real challenge. It will require double 
growth in recycling rate, on comparison to the 
period 1995-2010
2) Basic infrastructure to support growing source-
separated waste streams for recycling, is on place, 
although modifications needed.

3) The further development depends mainly from the 
organisational issues, i.e. right and obligations 
between 'waste holder- municipality - waste 
management company'. 
To achieve 'big jump', is needed organisational 
model with 'strong and competent' centre. 



Thank for Your attention! 
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